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News
The objective of the TRANSIT project is to create a focused work based training kit for
technically focused middle management in SMEs. The project aims to develop work-based
competences necessary for managing the transition to Industry 4.0.
The recent COVID-19 pandemic, has shown us that competences like openness to change,
adaptability and adaptive thinking and also virtual collaboration, emotional intelligence,
problem solving and management of people in the New Age, are vital for the survival of
SMEs.
The TRANSIT project will provide SME employees with a training kit which will enhance
innovation and motivation, as key elements of success: maximizing the ability to bring out
the best of the workforce, inspiring to innovate and optimizing the use of HR potentials.
Trabag Ltd (Hungary), coordinates the project while the other European partners are:
- NUI Galway (Ireland)
- Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia – Institute for Business Education (Slovenia)
- Weople (Portugal)
- KISMC (Bulgaria)
- IDEC (Greece)
- ARTO (Hungary)
- Robot-X (Hungary)

Notable accomplishments/Outputs
Output 1: The first intellectual output of the project is a Transversal skills analysis for Transitions
Management, which also includes a Catalogue and competence matrix. Given the fact that the
successful transition to the new industry model is crucial, as well as addressing the challenges of the
near future's job market, the results of this output represent valuable information for most
companies and managers, regardless of their specific field, industry or country of operation.
You can find the Desk research report, the online questionnaire analysis and the summary of
interviews in the project’s webpage.
Output 2: The 2nd output of the project, which is currently being developed, is a triple training kit,
which includes a training guidebook, a methodology and an online educational platform. The kit will
improve the way companies approach the management of change, transition and adaptation to
Industry 4.0.
The training kit is going to be applied in all partner countries, so stay tuned!
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